
Mr. Spell Kit Instructions

ASSEMBLY

1. Wash resin parts in water with a mild dish soap like Dawn. Use a toothbrush to get in all the small areas.

2. Test fit all parts and trim any resin that interferes with a tight fit. 

3. If you’re installing a light system, cut out screen inset, battery opening and switch recess (deepest portions only).

4. Clean excess resin , fill holes and apply primer.

5. Glue magnets (included) into small holes on back of frame (D) and corresponding holes on front body. Make sure 
magnets are glued so that they attract each other and that they sit flush.

6. Paint side buttons (B) and frame with light blue like Rustoleum Spa Blue

7. Assemble body halves and handle (E). Longer base of handle fits on the left side of Mr. Spell (as you look at him). 
Experiment until handle sits parallel over body. Glue all parts and tape until cured.

8. If you didn’t install a light kit, glue battery door (F) to back of body.

9. Test fit feet on bottom of body, paying attention to the L or R indicator, arrows point to the front. If necessary, heat 
foot with heat gun to soften and press for a tight fit. Paint feel brown (like Rustoleum Red Sandable Primer 
249419) and glue into place.

10. Paint assembly with pale gold like Rustoleum Satin Summer Squash.

11. Side buttons are a tight fit. You may need to Dremel out the holes a bit to get them to slide in, especially if the 
blue paint went on thick. Glue in place once satisfied.
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Sandpaper

Spot filler putty

2-Part epoxy 
CA Glue (”Super glue”)

Light blue spray paint (like Rusto-
leum Gloss Spa Blue 249093 or 
Seaside Blue  267116) 

Pale Gold spray paint (like Rustoleum 
Satin Summer Squash 302625) 

Brown spray paint (like Rustoleum 
Red Sandable Primer 249419)

12.  Mask handle ends and body to paint grip area brown (like Rustoleum Red Sandable Primer 249419)

13. Wet sand keyboard area to make surface smooth before applying keyboard sticker. Position keyboard sticker with 
frame in place and hold label while removing frame. Add tabs of masking tape on left half of sticker to keep it in 
the proper postion. Lift up right half of sticker and peel back edge 1”. Trim away backing with scissors and lay right 
side down to apply exposed adhesive to body. Remove tape and lift left side to remove backing. Holding left side 
up, work from the right side, smoothing out the sticker as you move to the left until sticker is completely applied. if 
you have any air pockets, pierce with a pin and smooth out towards pin hole.

14. Position message in screen area and snap frame to hold it in place.

15. Be the envy of all the other toys on the shelf!
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